
Summer bird blueSummer bird blue

by Akemi Dawn Bowman
After her sister and songwriting partner, Lea, dies in an automobile
accident, seventeen-year-old Rumi is sent to Hawaii with an aunt
she barely knows while she and her mother grieve
separately. ages 12 & up

We set the dark on fireWe set the dark on fire

by Tehlor Kay Mejia
When she is asked to spy for a resistance group working to bring
equality to Medio, Daniela Vargas, a student at the Medio School
for Girls, questions everything she's worked for. ages 14 & up
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What if it's usWhat if it's us

by Becky Albertalli
Told in two voices, when Arthur, a summer intern from Georgia,
and Ben, a native New Yorker, meet it seems like fate, but after
three attempts at dating fail they wonder if the universe is pushing
them together or apart. ages 14 & up

Ramona BlueRamona Blue

by Julie Murphy
Struggling with family problems and still living in a FEMA trailer
years after Hurricane Katrina, lesbian teenager Ramona welcomes
the return of her childhood friend Freddie but her shifting feelings
for him cause her to question her sexual identity. ages 14 & up

The gentleman's guide to vice and virtueThe gentleman's guide to vice and virtue

by Mackenzi Lee
Vowing to make his yearlong escapade across Europe his last
hurrah before taking over the family estate, Henry "Monty"
Montague and his best friend Percy find themselves in the middle
of a dangerous manhunt involving pirates and highwaymen.
ages 12 & up

If I was your girlIf I was your girl

by Meredith Russo
Amanda Hardy only wants to fit in at her new school, but she is
keeping a big secret, so when she falls for Grant, guarded Amanda
finds herself yearning to share with him everything about herself,
including her previous life as Andrew. ages 13 & up

Felix ever afterFelix ever after

by Kacen Callender
Worrying that his combination of such marginalizing qualities as
being Black, queer and trans are too impossible to allow happiness,
Felix turns vengeful in the face of transphobic hate messages
before finding himself in a quasi-love triangle. ages 14 & up

FlamerFlamer

by Mike Curato
In the summer between middle school and high school, Aiden
Navarro navigates friendships, deals with bullies, and finds himself
drawn to Elias, a boy he can't stop thinking about. ages 12 & up

PetPet

by Akwaeke Emezi
In a near-future society that claims to have gotten rid of all
monstrous people, a creature emerges from a painting seventeen-
year-old Jam's mother created, a hunter from another world
seeking a real-life monster. ages 14 & up

Girl mans upGirl mans up

by M-E Girard
In Ontario, Pen is a sixteen-year-old girl who looks like a boy and
she's fine with it, but everyone else is uncomfortable--especially
her Portuguese immigrant parents and her manipulative neighbor
who doesn't want her to find a group of real friends ages 14 & up

I wish you all the bestI wish you all the best

by Mason Deaver
After coming out as nonbinary, Ben must leave home and goes to
live with a sister and her husband to finish the last year of high
school. ages 14 & up

I'll give you the sunI'll give you the sun

by Jandy Nelson
A story of first love and family loss follows the estrangement
between daredevil Jude and her loner twin brother, Noah, as a
result of a mysterious event that is brought to light by a beautiful,
broken boy and a new mentor. ages 14 & up
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